
Death of a Trinity! Michael, Whitney, Prince! 
 
I have been saying for a long time now, here on YouTube, that 
Almighty God uses contemporary events to give us warnings that we 
are in the end times and one of my subscribers, GladysX, sent me a 
very interesting interpretation of current events especially the death of 
Prince. And before I steal her thunder let me get right into this so I can 
give her entirely the credit. Her name is Gladys X; I don't think she'll 
mind if I give you her user handle. You can read her entire message on 
my YouTube channel under messages. 
 
Here's what she wrote to me: ‘Mister Tapley, this is what I got from 
your video, thank you for opening my eyes. (Well thank you Gladys 
for responding.) Michael Jackson died on 6/21/2009. Whitney 
Houston died on 2/11/2012 and Prince died on 4/21 /2016, roughly 
seven years. (Okay, Gladys, I think I know where you're going with 
this.) Michael is the King of Pop, Whitney is the Queen of Pop and 

now the Prince of Pop has died. 
(Interesting observation!) That's a 
trio, a family, father, mother and 
son. Does this symbolizes the 
Trinity? Michael and Prince both 
born in 1958 have the same age. 
Michael died on June 25th, 2 

plus 5 equals 7; Prince born on June 7th. Are they considered to 
be equal or the same person: the Father and the Son? Does 
Michael symbolize God and Prince symbolize Jesus and Whitney 
symbolize Mary, the Queen of Heaven?’ 
Well, Mary is not a member of the Trinity, Gladys, Mary is, however, 
intimate with the Holy Spirit, who is a member of the Trinity. Mary is the 
spouse of the Holy Spirit. I think in your analysis we have to look upon 
Whitney Houston as symbolizing the Holy Spirit member of the Divine 
Trinity.  
And Gladys continues: ‘Seven years of tribulation from these days 
can we get an idea?’  And later on, let me tell you what she writes 
here, I won't read her whole message: ‘Obama took office in 2009; 
Michael died in 2009. Re-elected in 2012 and Whitney died in 2012. 
And now Prince has died toward the end of Obama's presidency.’  
I think you are very accurate, Gladys, in showing us that the seven 
years of Obama are pre figures of the seven years of tribulation and 
Michael Jackson died at the beginning of those 7 years, the beginning 
of the Trib. Whitney Houston died mid trib, so to speak, and now 
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Prince has died at the end of the tribulation. I think it does symbolize 
that the Trinity will not be with mankind during the seven years of 
tribulation.  
 
And Gladys continues: ‘I could not understand why the Eucharist is 
invalid if they give it to divorcees. Now I understand it more. The 
Holy Trinity is dead in the Holy Communion which makes it 
invalid.’  Again, I don't think that's quite right, Gladys, Jesus is in the 
Eucharist. However, you do need all three persons of the Divine Trinity 
to consecrate the Eucharist. In other words, you need the same matter 
that Jesus used, unleavened bread, that would represent God the 
Father. You need to use the same words that Jesus used and, of 
course, Jesus IS the Word. And the hidden intention represents the 
Holy Spirit.  
 
So in a way, you're very close, Gladys; what Pope Francis has done, 
by taking away the intent of the priest, is invalidate all consecrations in 
the Catholic Church, unless priests announce they are not going along 
with Pope Francis' idea. And I like how you're tying all these together, 
Gladys, for example, the three people we talked about, Michael 
Jackson, Whitney Houston and Prince; they are all prominent African-
American entertainers. All three of them died under very mysterious 
circumstances. I think Michael Jackson died from an injection from his 
own doctor. Whitney Houston died in a bathtub. Prince died in an 
elevator and there's probably very significant symbolism there although 
I haven’t figured it out yet. And I do rely on you my subscribers. I've 
never said I am the only Co Prophet of the End Times and I'm sure a 
lot of you have this gift also.  
 
So keep me informed of what you see is happening in the world 
around us because, as I say, God is using contemporary events to tell 
us what he plans for all of mankind. And, by the way, if Pope Francis 
has done one of the first things in Bible prophecy, that is take the daily 
sacrifice away from the Prince, he is very likely also very quickly going 
to allow everyone to take the Mark of the Beast and he is also very 
likely going to suffer a mortal wound. Remember, it is not the Antichrist 
who suffers a mortal wound, it's his number one head and that would 
be the False Prophet. So, a lot for you to chew on today. Thank you 
again, Gladys. I appreciate all the help you my subscribers give me. 
You are an inspiration for me. I've been on YouTube almost eight 
years and I couldn't do it by myself. I would have gotten discouraged a 
long time ago. 


